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Element 
SAC 305 

Sn Balance 
Ag 3.0± 0.2 

Cu 0.5± 0.1 
Pb 0.07 max 
Sb 0.10 max 
Zn 0.001 max 
Fe 0.02 max 
As 0.03 max 
Ni 0.01 max 
Bi 0.10 max 
Cd 0.001 max 
Al 0.001 max 
In 0.05 max 

 
1．适用范围（Application）：  消费电子 

 

此承认书仅适用本公司，交付于    SHENZHEN BBIEN TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD 

                                  

This file is provided by Shenzhen bbien technology Co.,Ltd only.                             
BBIEN LF-03 SAC305 lead free wave silver soldering bar 

Product’s Introduction forSAC305 

BBIEN LF-03 SAC305( Sn96.5Ag3.0Cu0.5) is a lead-free solder according to ISO 
9001:2008 which can replace eutectic or almost eutectic tin/lead or tin/lead/silver 
alloys.BBIEN LF-01 SAC305 alloy solder bar is manufactured from pure metals and has 
been developed to eliminate the use of tin/lead alloys in all existing production processes 
in electronics manufacturing and guarantees a lead-free wave soldering process. 
 
Products Characteristics Advantage 
Good wetting characteristics 
Melting range of 217 to 222°C 
Longer service life due to reduced copper content 
Lower cost than eutectic SnAgCu alloy due to 0.8% lower silver content 
Yield – Best in class yield, out performs all Sn/Cu based materials 
Wetting speed – fast wetting, in back to back tests 0.65s compared to 1.00s, for Sn/Cu based materials 
Dross generation – Low dross generation delivered by Vaculoy alloy conditioning 
Excellent solderability due to fast wetting speed 
Very good drainage, has lower levels of bridging compared to Sn/Cu alloys 
Delivers excellent performance across a wide range of Flux technologies. 
The proprietary Vaculoy process is a highly effective method for removing included 
oxides from solder. This is extremely important because included oxides generate 
excessive drossing and increase the viscosity of the solder. Solder with higher viscosity 
can result in increased soldering defects 

BBIEN LF-03 SAC305 lead free wave silver soldering bar 

Technical Specification 

BBIEN LF-03 SAC305 silver solder bar complies with all requirements of RoHS Directive (Article 4.1 of the 

European Directive 2011/65/EU). Alloy specification for maximum Lead (Pb) Content = 0.07%. SAC alloy is 

also available in Ultra Low Lead (ULL) version which contains a maximum of 0.05% Pb. All alloy properties 

remain the same for SAC ULL. 
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Characteristic 
SAC 305 

Melting Point 217-219ºC 
(423-426ºF) 

Density 3 
7.37 g/cm 

TCE (Range 20- 
100ºC) 
micrometers / M / ºC 

21.9 

Specific Heat 
Capacity 

0.232 J/g K 

Hardness 
 

14.1 HV 

 
 

SAC305 solder bar materials charersteris 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
Application Notes: 
On changing to lead-free production the temperature profile and process conditions for this alloy - like for any 
other lead free alloys, too - must be adjusted. The resulting solder joints will have comparable or even better 
characteristics than solder joints, which were made with Sn/Pb solders. During the use in a solder bath the 
copper content increases with the consequence, that the liquidus of the alloy is rising, causing soldering 
defects Therefore a regular analytical control of the solder composition is necessary in order to maintain the 
copper content below 1%.  
The use of BBIEN LF-03 SAC305 as wave solder requires a solder bath temperature of approx. 260 to 265°C. 
The use of inert gas means a significant extension of the process window. The wetting of the solder is made 
easier and on exit from the wave, no excess solder remains attached to the components. BBIEN LF-03 
SAC305 lead free silver wave solder bar can also be used in selective soldering systems. 
Packing 

Specification Sn99-Ag3.0-Cu0.5 bar solders 

Appearance Lucent, no dirt on surface 

Size 
Length×wideness×Thinckness×Weight(L×W×T×W):32cm×1.8cm×1.5cm×0.89kg/pc 

20kg/carton 

 
 
Usage 
BBIEN LF-03 SAC305(Sn96.5Ag3.0Cu0.5) Pb-free wave soldering bar is suitable for wave soldering and 
surface mount applications for electronic assemblers interested in implementing a lead-free process. A solder 
pot temperature of 255 - 265°C (491-509°F) is recommended. For suitable wave solder fluxes, please see our 
selector guide. Lead free Reclaim services including dedicated lead free containers are also available. Please 
consult BBIEN sales office.  
AVAILABILITY  
BBIEN lead free soldering bar available in 0.9kg bars, feeder Ingots and autofeed wire. Most products are 
shipped strapped and palletized or packed in corrugated cardboard box with no remarkable damages in 
appearance 
RECOMMENDED CONDITIONS OF USE  
Wave Soldering: The low copper content is advantageous for wave soldering because longer operating times 
of the solder bath can be achieved. By dissolving of copper from the PCB the copper content increases. Using 
ECOLOY® TSC305 means that it takes longer until the critical limit of 1.0% is reached. The use of BBIEN 
LF-03 SAC305 silver solder bar as wave solder requires a bath temperature of approx. 265°C. Depending on 
PCB type and types of components, the optimum of the process conditions must be determined. The usage of 
inert gas brings a considerable extension of the process window. The wetting of the solder will be easier, and 
there will be no excessive solder on the PCBs when leaving the wave. Moreover the formation of dross will be 
minimised considerably.  
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Wave Soldering Fluxes: In general, all conventional fluxes like BBIEN LF-01 flux is suitable for the lead free 
soldering process. The flux solid content should be high enough. Due to the increased preheating and wave 
temperature a better activity respectively temperature stability is an enormous advantage.  
Rework und Hand Soldering: Adjusted flux content assures a proper soldering for rework and repair. The 
temperature profiles, which were made for tin/lead/silver alloys, must be adjusted due to the higher melting 
point (+ 34°C compared with Sn/Pb eutectic). In case that components or PCBs have a lead containing coating, 
the solidus of the new alloy will be reduced to the solidus of the eutectic Sn/Pb/Ag alloy. 
 
 

 

  
 

 

Material Safety Data Sheet 
 

1、Product and Company Identification 

Product Name: Sn96.5Ag3.0Cu0.5 silver lead free lead free BAR solder 

Packing: General 0.7-0.98KG/PC;10-20kg per carton  
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Manufacturer or supplier：Hanon Technology Industry Limited  

ADD: OFFICE 3A,12/F,KAISER CENTRE,NO.18 CENTRE STREET,SAI YING PUN,HONG KONG                                                                                                                                                                                                          

 

2、Products Information: above 

3. 

 

Important notes 

 

（acute）Inbibe： high temperature when heat(above217℃ upward),it will 

melt gradually. 

Eat：Sick up. 

Eye、skin：Protect skin and eyes when melting metal and high 

temperature  

Environmental Impact： It is NON DGR Goods kept in appropriate way 

 

 

4、Fire Fighting Measures：  

Special Fire-Fighting Procedures：No 

Required Special Protective Equipment for Fire-Fighters：Firemen should wear exposure suit 

and air tank. 

 

5、Accidental Release Measures 

Personal Precautions：Prevent solder dross into eyes during using; ware the protective glasses 

and gloves if possible. 

Environmental Precautions： Prevent the solder or chemical dirt dispel with air and dispel with 

water,splashing matter put in airtight case. 

Methods for Cleaning：Use the tools that can’t cause light and equip clear up splashing down 

that prevent the powder dirt dispelling in air.  

 

6、Handling and Storage 

Handling： Unable recycling material,should check the product and scrap up,handing carefully 

the empty case that possible remain powder, chemical dirt or solding and will be dangerous,the 

person should read all the aphorism and defend measure on the case. 
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Storage： Keep in airtight case, deposited in cool, and airiness area.Prevent physics damage 

away from heat and flaring resource. Smoking, eating and drinking is not allowed during 

working with this materials 

 

7、Personal Protection 

Personal Protection Equipment： 

˙Respiration：When producing into Hemihedral prevent small crystalline dirt veil （10-50 

times exposition）. 

˙Hand：Wearing all-sided observe press shield when in urgency. 

˙Skin & Body defend：Wearing defend gloves and cleaning long clothing. 

Hygiene Measures：No smoking in working area ,bite and sup.Must washing hands after work 

and before bit and sup.  

 

8、Physical and Chemical Properties 

State of Substance： colorless liquid  Appearance：colorless liquid 

Color：colorless Odor：Monotony  

pH cost：Not fit for Boiling Point：extremly high (above500℃) 

 

 

Decomposing Temperature：Not fit for 

Flashpoint：  Not fit for  ℉ Not fit for  ℃  

Test：  Not fit for       

Test Methods：Open Slot     Closed Slot 

Self-Igniting Temperature：Not fit for  Explosion Limits： Not fit for  

Vapor Pressure：(21.1℃)：0  Vapor Density：No information 

Density：8.6 g/cm3 Dissolution： Not dissolve in water 

 

9、Stability  

Stability：Compose 
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Possible Hazard Reaction Under Special Conditions： No 

Hazardous Decomposition Products：No  

 

10、Toxicological Information 

Acute Toxicity：It is NON DGR Goods 

Local Reactions：No  

Sensitivity： No 

 

11、Ecological information 

Possible Environmental Impact/Environmental Run-offs：No 

Water poisoning：No 

Moving、biology pile：No 

 

12、Disposal considerations 

Disposal Methods：Not fit for 

No use or remain gas：Not fit for 

Urgency status：Not fit for 

 

13、Transport information 

International Transportation Regulations：57
TH

 IATA DANGEROUS GOODS REGULATION 

Apply for seaway,railway,airway and land transportation. 

UN Reference No.： Fit for 

Domestic Transportation Regulations： Preclusive according operation and notice proceeding 

about storage, should use hard container to pack, such as hard plastic carton. 

Special Transportation way：Airway or sea way is available 

 

14、Regulatory information 
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Applicable Regulation：Labor safety saitation act、Poisoning defend statute, castoff clear 

 

15、Other information 

Ref. Document  
AIR PRODUCTS MSDS、INTERN TIONAL MARITIME DANGEROUS 

GOODS CODE 

Department  
Dept. Name：Engineering Dept 

Hanon Technology Industry Limited 

 Title：Technician Name(Signature):Dr.Deng 

Phone No.    +86 075536852840 Sales E-mail:sales@bbien.cn  

Date Prepared 05th   Oct, 2016 

Edit Date：05th,Oct , 2016   

Version：1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


